
RECENTLY, CNBC INTERVIEWED

Warren Buffett. Predictably, the
buy & hold crowd were enthused
after hearing their favorite market
maven espouse the virtues of
long-termed investing.

Investors who read about Mr.
Buffett’s strategies are sometimes
convinced that if they were to do
as he does and buy quality stocks
for the long term, they can’t help
but win at the investment game. 

Moreover, many investors feel
comfortable viewing these stocks as
companies, rather than trading

instruments. These “great compa-
nies” (as Mr. Buffett refers to them)
should, over time, rise as their
“value” is recognized by the market.

This philosophy was touted by
Canadian entrepreneur Michael
Lee-Chin who, in the 1990’s,
preached the “buy, hold and pros-
per” approach through his AIC
mutual fund company (AIC
claimed to have an investment phi-
losophy similar to Mr. Buffett’s). 

After over a decade of the AIC
funds offering little to none of
the long-term promised returns,
the firm was eventually sold to
Manulife for $150 million in
2009. Although Mr. Lee Chin &
AIC prospered for many years
from high fund fees and the
eventual sale of the proceeds,
this "buy, hold & prosper" phi-
losophy didn’t help their
investors prosper much at all.

I’ve outlined three reasons why
people like you and me, and even
institutions like AIC, are unlikely
to duplicate Mr. Buffett’s invest-
ment success. I’ll also tell you
how you can take a more prof-
itable approach to passive, long-
termed equity investing.

Warren Buffett takes controlling
interest or acts as a director

Warren Buffett  tends to buy a
controlling interest with many of
his holdings, or at least enough
(10 per cent or more of the voting
rights of a company) to sit on the
board – witness his controlling
interest in Burlington Rail a cou-
ple of years ago and his majority
ownership in insurance holdings,
amongst many others.

Mr. Buffett’s control of such
companies varies, depending on
his interest in a particular busi-
ness. As small investors, we do
not possess the capital for outright
ownership or controlling interest
in a diversified portfolio of hold-
ings. Nor do most institutional
managers and mutual funds.

Further, he often buys private
placements that are not available
to most of us. For example, his $5
billion purchase of Goldman
Sachs special preferred shares
(paying a 10 per cent dividend)
during the 2008 banking crisis
was something you and I just
couldn’t get access to.

However, if you do have an
extra $5 billion looking for a
home, you too can negotiate nifty
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deals like that! Most of us, unfor-
tunately, don’t have that kind of
leverage on the markets.

He can hold an investment 
with little or no gains

Most investors, myself includ-
ed, don’t have the patience to hold
on to a stock for 10 or more years
before it makes money, as billion-
aire Warren Buffett has done
many times in the past.

For example, his fund Berk-
shire Hathaway has held Coca-
Cola since 1988, when he paid
less than $6 a share. The stocked
surged over the following decade,
rising to its peak price of $44 a
share by mid-1998. 

As with most things in life,
however, timing is everything.
Coca-Cola has lost money over
the past 15 years since its $44
peak, and the stock now sits at
around $37 a share. Yes, it has
paid dividends over that time –
but those dividends were far less
than what could have been earned
on a passive GIC or bond strategy
during this same period, without
the share price drawdown.

That may be OK for Warren
Buffett to endure, but it begs the
question: Why should anyone
hold an investment through a fif-
teen year period with little or no
gains? Who has the patience to
watch their portfolio remain stag-
nant for that long, and why not
earn some returns on your money
in the meantime? 

In truth, Warren Buffett does
not simply buy companies at any
price and hold them perpetually.
Instead, he buys companies
(again, not always publically-trad-
ed entities) when they are at or
near the bottom of their invest-
ment cycle or trend, as he did
with Coca Cola 25 years ago.

And yes, he sells stocks too –
particularly when they are over-
valued. For example, he wisely
sold Petro China (NYSE-PTR)
back in 2007 when he calculated
it was overpriced. The stock
peaked at around $260 a share
that year. And he gladly incurred
taxable gains on that trade, rather
than blindly holding the stock to
watch it fall to its current price of
around $140.

Further, in a 2002 Fortune
Magazine interview, he confessed
that he had widely stopped buying
publically traded stocks, feeling
nothing was undervalued at that
time. His focus then was outright
ownership deals instead of pub-
licly traded stocks.

He traded (yes, I said “traded”)
non-equity assets during this time
as well. For example, he bought
silver in 1997, and sold it in 2006.
Evidence shows that Warren Buf-
fett is not the passive buy & hold
exchange-listed stock holder that
many investors seem to believe.
His strength is in buying assets of
any kind at the lower end of their
valuations, and realizing that
value when the timing is right.

You are not Warren Buffett –
and that’s OK

Most of us don’t have the com-
bination of savvy, knowledge,
resources and access to capital
that Mr. Buffett has. The AIC
mutual fund group certainly did-
n’t. Attempting to mimic his
investment style – which is based
on his holding company structure,
immense financial flexibility and
a lifetime of experience – is an
exercise in futility and frustration.

Instead, let us adapt a system-
atic approach to investing that
will work for the smaller investor.

If you insist on duplicating Mr.

Buffett, there is only one thing
you need to do: buy shares of his
publically traded fund, Berkshire
Hathaway Inc. (NYSE-BRK.A).
You can also consider his more
affordable class B shares as a way
to enter the fund at an easier-to-
swallow share price.

Strategies that work 
for the passive investor

History has shown that sus-
tained, gut-wrenching corrections
have a tendency to rattle even the
stodgiest of long-term investors.
The resolve of buy & hold invest-
ment advocators has been tested
to its fullest over the past decade;
buy and hold has become more of
a painful memory than a strategy
for most investors. 

And it’s my belief is that there
is more volatility to come.

Investors will need to continue
adhering to some type of rational,
active investment strategy – if for
no other reason than to protect
themselves against the emotional-
ly driven instinct to buy high and
sell low.

Such strategies can be bought
through low-cost, actively man-
aged ETF’s and publically traded
funds. One easy-to-purchase,
highly-active investment strategy
that may fit the needs of those
who would rather let others do
the trading for them is the Hori-
zons BetaPro Seasonal Rotation
ETF (TSX-HAC, $11.92).

Brooke Thackray and Don and
Jon Vialoux run this highly-active
fund that focuses on seasonal sec-
tor rotation, technical analysis and
savvy paired-trading strategies.

These managers are not afraid
to move their entire portfolio into
cash, and then back to fully invest-
ed again within days or weeks.
Ironically, despite the active nature
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of this ETF, it has a volatility mea-
surement (beta) of about one half
of the market. This means that it
offers the potential for growth,
while possibly limiting your down-
side risk in a bear market.

If you don’t mind being a lit-
tle active with your equity port-
folio, UBS offers two exchange
traded notes (ETN’s) managed
by Denis Gartman that allow
investors to swap back and forth
between strategies appropriate to
the market climate. 

The ETRACS Fisher Gart-
man Risk-On ETN (NYSE-
ONN, $24.77) includes long posi-
tions in various risky asset classes
(such as stocks and commodities)
and short positions in traditional
safe-haven investments such as
sovereign bonds.

When markets become bearish,
investors looking to bet on a dip
in equity markets can buy the
ETRACS Fisher-Gartman Risk-
Off ETN (NYSE-OFF, $23.94).
This ETN delivers daily inverse
exposure to the same index to
which ONN is linked. OFF shorts
risky assets such as international

stocks and emerging markets cur-
rencies, and owns safer assets
such as the Swiss franc, the
Japanese yen, U.S. Treasuries and
long-term German bonds.

For an active approach to your
f ixed income portfolio without
incur ring too much work,
PIMCO offers the Total Return
US bond ETF (NYSE-BOND,
$109.98). The fund’s core bond
strategy is designed to capitalize
on opportunities across multiple
sectors of the fixed income mar-
ket. Similarly, Horizons BetaPro
recently launched Horizons
Active Canadian Bond ETF
(TSX-HAD, $10.09), managed by
Fiera Capital with an active man-
date similar to PIMCO’s.

Finally, for those investors who
like the idea of handing the
investment car keys to an active
driver, so to speak, consider uti-
lizing the more personal services
of a licensed discretionary portfo-
lio manager. 

Needless to say, I have a bias
towards those managers who, like
my company ValueTrend, utilize
technical analysis to actively

move in and out of markets. But
there are active managers utilizing
fundamental analysis who are not
afraid of holding cash at times.
The key is to identify an active
portfolio manager with an
approach to the markets that
meets your needs.

Stop trying to imitate the non-
replicable styles of your favorite
investing gurus. Instead, choose
from more realistic strategies,
such as the ones I’ve highlighted
here, and you are more likely to
realize investment success. ▼

Keith Richards, Portfolio Manager, can be
contacted at krichards@valuetrend.ca.  He
may hold positions in the securities men-
tioned. Worldsource Securities Inc. – Mem-
ber: Canadian Investor Protection Fund,
and sponsoring investment dealer of Keith
Richards. The opinions expressed are those
solely of Keith Richards and may not neces-
sarily reflect that of Worldsource Securities,
its employees or affiliates. The contents are
for information purposes only and do not
represent investment advice. ETFs may
have exposure to aggressive investment
techniques that include leveraging, which
magnify gains and losses and can result in
greater volatility in value, and be subject to
aggressive investment risk and price volatil-
ity risk. ETFs are not guaranteed, their val-
ues change frequently and past performance
may not be repeated. Please read the
prospectus before investing.
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